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An experimental investigation of the planar turbulent wake in constant
pressure gradient

Xiaofeng Liu, Flint O. Thomas,a) and Robert C. Nelson
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This paper describes an experimental investigation into the development of a planar turbulent wake
under constant adverse and favorable pressure gradient conditions. The focus of the study is on the
near-wake due to its relevance to high-lift systems for commercial transport aircraft. The wake is
generated by a flat splitter plate with tapered trailing edge. The pressure gradients are imposed as the
wake passes through a wind tunnel diffuser test section with fully adjustable top and bottom wall
contours. The streamwise pressure gradients imposed on the wake flow field are held constant in
each case. The wake initial conditions are maintained identical upstream of the location where the
pressure gradient is first imposed. The use of constant pressure gradients, coupled with identical
initial conditions, facilitates isolation of the effect of streamwise pressure gradients on the near-field
evolution of the wake and provides a clean test case for computational models. In this paper we
focus on characterizing the mean flow widening, streamwise velocity defect variation, and the
streamwise evolution of turbulence statistics for both favorable and adverse streamwise pressure
gradients. The imposed pressure gradients are shown to have a very significant effect on both the
mean and turbulent flow quantities. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This paper presents the results of an experimental in
tigation into the development and structure of a planar
bulent wake exposed toconstantfavorable and adverse pre
sure gradients. Although the study is motivated by
relevance to high-lift systems for commercial transport a
craft, it is also of interest from a fundamental standpo
since it involves a turbulent free shear flow exposed to w
defined streamwise straining.

In multielement wings used for commercial transport a
craft, the wake generated by each forward element will
evitably develop in a strong pressure gradient environm
and subsequently interact with downstream elements.
nature of this interaction will depend critically on the wake
response to the imposed pressure field. For example,
spreading rate of the leading edge slat wake will determ
in part, the location of onset of confluence with the ma
element boundary layer. Even in cases where there is
strong confluence on the main element, the slat wake
have the effect of moderating the surface pressure pea
the trailing flap~s!. The degree of flap surface pressure pe
moderation~and consequently, flap flow attachment! is di-
rectly related to the wake width as described by Garn
Meredith, and Stoner.1 In general, the thicker the wake, th
more the flap surface pressure peak is moderated due t
associated streamline displacement effect. Another exam
of the influence of wake spreading on high-lift system p
formance is apparent from the experimental study of L

a!Electronic mail: Flint.O.Thomas.1@nd.edu
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Robinson, and McGhee.2 They explored the effect which
sub-boundary layer scale vortex generators placed on
trailing flap surface of a multielement airfoil had on flap flo
attachment. As expected, the vortex generators were foun
augment lift at low-to-moderate angles of attack. Surpr
ingly, however, their results showed no benefit at high att
angles where it was found that flow attachment was ma
tained even without the use of vortex generators. This
pears due to the fact that at the highest incidence angles
to stall, the main element wake thickens quite dramatically
response to the imposed pressure gradient which has th
fect of suppressing the trailing flap surface pressure peak
a consequence, the flap boundary layer flow remains
tached. In contrast, at low angles of attack the wake is co
paratively thin and less effective at moderating the flap s
face pressure peak.

In addition to issues related directly to wake spreadi
Smith3 notes that off-surface flow reversal can occur if
wake encounters a sufficiently strong adverse pressure
dient. This has been termed by some as ‘‘wake burstin
There has been speculation that wake bursting may be
sponsible, in part, for the so-called ‘‘inverse Reynolds nu
ber effects’’ in high-lift systems in which the maximum lif
performance will unexpectedly degrade with increased R
nolds number. Wake bursting in a strong adverse pres
gradient was demonstrated in the experiments of H
Schaub, and Senoo.4 The existence of off-surface flow reve
sal of the wake generated by an upstream element of a m
tielement airfoil was detected visually by Petrov.5 In addi-
tion, some measurements from the low turbulence pres
tunnel at NASA Langley~e.g., Chinet al.6! show wake pro-
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the subsonic wind tunnel facili
and wake test section.
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files over the trailing edge flap of a Douglas three-elem
high-lift system that appear very close to exhibiting o
surface reversal. High-lift aerodynamic computations
Rogers7 clearly show reversed wake flow over a multiel
ment airfoil trailing flap. Hoffenberg, Sullivan, an
Schneider8 and Hoffenberg and Sullivan9 applied an adverse
pressure gradient of sufficient strength~by means of a plana
diffuser! to cause flow reversal to occur. Tummers, Passch
and Henkes10 investigated the wake of a flat plate subject
to an adverse pressure gradient that resulted in local
reversal. Roos11 used passive flow control of the bounda
layer on a splitter plate in order to form an initially asym
metric wake profile which was then exposed to a strong
verse pressure gradient. It was clearly demonstrated tha
initial wake asymmetry plays an important role in the sub
quent wake development. That is, initially symmetric a
asymmetric wakes will respond quite differently to a giv
imposed pressure gradient. More recently, a comprehen
experimental investigation of pressure gradient induced fl
reversal of a symmetric turbulent wake at high Reyno
number was completed by Driver and Mateer.12

In addition to its relevance to high-lift aerodynamics, t
turbulent wake in pressure gradient has also received con
erable attention as a prototypical free turbulent shear fl
exposed to streamwise straining. The focus of most prev
studies has typically been on the asymptotic response of
bulent wakes in spatially varying pressure gradients or
relaxation process by which an equilibrium wake respond
impulse-like pressure perturbations. For example, Narasi
and Prabhu13 and Prabhu and Narasimha14 investigated the
asymptotic response of an equilibrium turbulent wake to
nearly impulsive pressure perturbation. They showed that
approach to a new equilibrium state is exponential, with
relaxation length scale on the order of 103 momentum thick-
nesses. Studies by Reynolds15 and Keffer16 indicate that
when constant rates of strain are applied to turbulent wa
the flow is seldom truly self-preserving even though the g
erning equations of the mean motion may admit to s
preserving solutions. Gartshore17 showed that the two-
dimensional turbulent wake can be self-preserving o
when it is subjected to an appropriately tailored pressure
dient. Nakayama18 studied the combined effects of mild pre
sure gradient and streamline curvature on a two-dimensio
low momentum deficit turbulent wake. More recently, dire
numerical simulations~DNS! of a temporally evolving,
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strained planar turbulent wake were undertaken by Roge19

using a pseudospectral method. It was noted that desp
lack in complete similarity, the wake velocity defect profi
was nearly universal. The response of the mean flow to
imposed strain fields was rapid but that of the turbulen
significantly slower. In fact, the turbulent field was found n
to keep pace with the mean flow even for low strain rate

II. OBJECTIVES

As described in Sec. I, the flow physics associated w
wake development in pressure gradients has been studie
the past, although the focus has often been on the asymp
behavior in complex pressure gradient environments. O
studies have focused upon the response of wakes to adv
gradients of sufficient magnitude to give rise to wake flo
reversal. In contrast, this study will examine the response
a symmetric turbulent planar wake to imposedconstantfa-
vorable and adverse streamwise pressure gradients. The
is motivated by the need to understand and accurately pre
the effect of pressure gradient on near-wake developm
The focus on near-wake behavior is motivated by its r
evance for high-lift applications. Another unique aspect
this study is that in each case the wake initial conditions
maintained to be identical upstream of the imposition of
pressure gradient. The use of constant pressure gradi
coupled with identical initial conditions, creates a ve
‘‘clean’’ experiment for isolating the effect of streamwis
pressure gradients on the near-field evolution of the w
and for providing a test case for computational models.
this paper we are particularly interested in characterizing
mean flow spreading, streamwise velocity defect variati
and the streamwise evolution of turbulence statistics for b
favorable and adverse streamwise pressure gradients.

III. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND MEASUREMENT
APPARATUS

A. Flow field facility

The experiments were performed in an open-return s
sonic wind tunnel facility located at the Hessert Center
Aerospace Research at the University of Notre Dame
schematic of the wind tunnel facility is shown in Fig.
Ambient laboratory air is drawn into a 2.74 m by 2.74
inlet contraction by an eight-bladed fan connected to an 1
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the test sectio
~all units in mm!.
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kW ac induction motor. The contraction ratio of the tunn
inlet is 20.25:1. The inlet contains 12 turbulence reduct
screens that yield a very uniform test section velocity pro
with a free stream fluctuation intensity level that is less th
0.1% ~and less than 0.06% for frequencies greater than
Hz!.

For these experiments the wind tunnel utilizes two co
secutive test sections, both of which were specifically c
structed for the wake development study. The upstream
section contains a wake-generating splitter plate while
second forms a diffuser section as shown in Figs. 1 an
The wake measurements were conducted in the diffuser
tion which is used to produce the desired adverse/favor
pressure gradient environment.

The upstream test section is 1.83 m in length, 0.61 m
width, and 0.36 m in height. The length and the width of t
diffuser section are the same as those of the upstream
section. The top and bottom walls of the diffuser are made
sheet metal and their contour is fully adjustable by mean
seven groups of turnbuckles in order to create the des
constant pressure gradient environment. To facilitate flow
sualization and laser Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! measure-
ment, both test sections have one sidewall made of p
glass. As indicated in Fig. 2,x, y, andz denote the stream
wise, lateral ~cross-stream!, and spanwise spatial coord
nates, respectively.

The wake generating body is a Plexiglas™ splitter pl
with a chord length of 1.22 m and a thickness of 17.5 m
The leading edge consists of a circular arc with distribu
roughness which gives rise to turbulent boundary lay
which develop over the top and bottom surfaces of the pl
The last 0.2 m of the plate consists of a 2.2° linear symme
taper down to a trailing edge of 1.6 mm thickness. The sp
ter plate model is sidewall mounted in the test section w
end plates used to minimize the influence of tunnel sidew
boundary layers. For additional details regarding the w
generating body and flow field facility, the reader is referr
to Liu, Thomas, and Nelson.20

Measurement of the streamwise surface pressure d
bution over the plate~via an array of static taps! shows that
the splitter plate boundary layer develops under a very sl
favorable streamwise pressure gradient condition due to
boundary layer growth on both the plate surface and the
nel walls. Measurements of the spanwise surface pres
distribution on the plate~not presented! show that it is uni-
form to within 1.5%. In addition, LDV boundary layer su
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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veys obtained at selected fixed streamwise but different sp
wise locations on the splitter plate were found to be identic
This indicates that the flow over the plate is two-dimensio
in the mean.

FIG. 3. ~a! Inner variable scaling of the boundary layer mean velocity p
file at the 75% chord location on the splitter plate;~b! comparison of X-wire
u- andv-component turbulence intensity measurements atx/c575% on the
splitter plate with the data of Klebanoff~Notre Dame wake study: Red

55.03104; Klebanoff: Red57.83104!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Measured pressure distribu
tions for zero, adverse, and favorab
pressure gradient cases.
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Figure 3 presents an example of the plate boundary la
mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles measure
the 75% chord location. From Fig. 3~a! it can be seen that th
splitter plate boundary layer exhibits classic log law-of-th
wall behavior. Although not presented here, similar me
flow behavior was observed at stations extending to
99.9% chord location. The boundary layer streamwise
wall normal-component turbulence intensity profiles a
shown in Fig. 3~b! along with the results of Klebanoff.21 The
two data sets are observed to be in good agreement.

B. Imposed streamwise pressure gradients

The streamwise pressure distribution was measured
means of a series of pressure taps located on one flat side
of the diffuser test section at the same lateral~i.e.,y! location
as the centerline of the wake. Laser Doppler velocime
based measurements of the centerspan streamwise dis
tion of mean velocity,U(x), were found to be fully consis
tent with the measured wall pressure variation, there
confirming the suitability of the pressure tap placement a
use in the characterization of the imposed pressure field
this paper the imposed pressure will be expressed in term
a pressure coefficient,Cp5(P(x)2P`)/q` , whereP(x) is
the local static pressure in the diffuser,P` and q` are the
static and dynamic pressures, respectively, upstream of
splitter plate.

Four sets of experiments were conducted:~1! a zero
pressure gradient~ZPG! base flow condition,dCp/dx
50.0 m21; ~2! a constant adverse pressure gradient~APG!
condition with dCp/dx50.338 m21; ~3! a moderate con-
stant favorable pressure gradient~FPG! condition with
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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dCp/dx520.60 m21; and~4! a more severe constant favo
able pressure gradient~SFPG! dCp/dx522.18 m21. The
zero pressure gradient wake served both as an essential
line case for comparison with the nonzero pressure grad
wake development and as a means to further validate
flow field facility.

The measured streamwise pressure distributions co
sponding to these different experimental conditions
shown in Fig. 4. Also shown in Fig. 4 is a larger adver
pressure gradient case that was run but found to give ris
intermittent, unsteady flow separation near the aft portion
the diffuser wall. Wake measurements for this case will n
be presented. This case is included in Fig. 4 since it may
regarded as an effective upper limit on the magnitude of
constant adverse pressure gradient that can be produce
the diffuser without incurring intermittent unsteady flo
separation effects. The imposition of a constant adve
dCp /dx is associated with a ‘‘trumpet shaped’’ diffuser wa
contour. Thus for large constant adverse pressure grad
the wall slope can become excessive at the farthest do
stream stations. Since unsteady effects associated with i
mittent diffuser wall separation were to be avoided, this
quired that the magnitude of the imposed adverse gradi
be kept modest. Fortunately, as will be shown in this pap
the wake’s response to even modest gradients produce
significant changes in the global behavior of the near wa
The Appendix tabulates the diffuser wall coordinates cor
sponding to each of the pressure gradient cases shown in
4.

For each pressure gradient case shown in Fig. 4, n
that a common zero pressure gradient zone occurs imm
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~a! Comparison of initial wake
mean velocity profiles atx/u0518
measured via LDV;~b! example span-
wise mean velocity distribution at
x/u052.6.
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ately downstream of the splitter plate trailing edge in orde
ensure that the wake initial condition is identical in ea
case. Figure 5~a! confirms that the initial wake mean velocit
profiles are virtually identical for each of the experimen
conditions. In this figureu0 is the initial wake momentum
thickness,Ue is the local velocity outside the wake, andUd

denotes the local maximum velocity defect. Maintenance
the same wake initial condition in conjunction with the u
of a constantdCp /dx facilitated isolation of the effect o
pressure gradient on the near-wake development.

Before conducting the detailed flow field surveys for t
different pressure gradient cases, the quality of the flow fi
in the diffuser test section was carefully examined. Th
measurements verified the two-dimensionality of the fl
field in the mean. As an example, Fig. 5~b! shows the span
wise distribution of the mean streamwise velocity compon
at two differenty locations within the initial wake. It should
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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be pointed out that the slight spanwise variation of the m
velocity U at the locationy55 mm was traced to a sligh
misalignment of the traverse system with the wind tun
coordinates rather than an actual spanwise variation of
flow field itself. Measurement of the spanwise variation
the wake at different streamwise stations located fart
downstream reveal that the mean flow two-dimensionality
the wake remains quite satisfactory in the diffuser test s
tion up to the last measurement station atx51.52 m.

C. Flow field parameters

The experiments were performed at a Reynolds num
of Re52.43106 ~based on the chord length of the splitt
plate and a free stream velocity ofUe0530 m/s! for all cases
except the SFPG case, which corresponds to a Reyn
number Re52.03106 ~with a free stream velocity ofUe0
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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524 m/s!. As a basis for comparison, it may be noted tha
Boeing 737-100 operating at a mean chord Reynolds num
of 15.73106 during landing approach will have a Reynold
number based on slat chord of about 1.83106, which is quite
comparable to this experiment.

For the ZPG, APG, and FPG cases which have the s
tunnel speed of 30 m/s the initial wake momentum thickn
u057.2 mm and the Reynolds number~based on initial wake
momentum thickness! Reu51.53104. However, for the
SFPG case the initial wake momentum thicknessu0

58.1 mm due to a lower initial free stream flow velocity an
the corresponding Reynolds number was Reu51.33104.

As mentioned earlier, this study will focus on near-wa
behavior due to its relevance for high-lift applications. Fro
Fig. 4, it can be seen that the useful length of the test sec
for the investigation of the wake development extends 1
m downstream of the trailing edge of the splitter plate. T
streamwise range corresponds to 0,x/u0,212. Both LDV
and hot-wire measurements were performed at the ce
span location for a variety of selected streamwise positi
within the aforementioned range of the diffuser test secti

D. Flow field diagnostics

The development of the wake mean and turbulent ve
ity field for the selected pressure gradients was investiga
nonintrusively with an Aerometrics three-component fib
optic laser Doppler velocimetry system and also with co
stant temperature hot-wire anemometry. Wherever poss
both techniques were employed in order to insure fidelity
the data.

The fiber optic LDV system was typically operated
two-component backscatter mode in order to measure
streamwise velocity component,u, and the cross-stream ve
locity component,v. The 514.5 and 488 nm laser wav
lengths were used to measure theu and v components of
velocity, respectively. Frequency shifting was used in or
to unambiguously resolve flow direction. The measureme
were made in the coincidence mode and results for b
mean flow and turbulence quantities presented in this pa
represent ensemble averages over at least 10 000 valid
cident LDV burst events. Wind tunnel seeding was p
formed at the tunnel inlet with an Aerometrics Particle Ge
erator Model APG-100 using a 1:2 mixture of propyle
glycol and distilled water. The transceiver of the LDV sy
tem was mounted to a computer controlled traverse ta
The positioning accuracy of the traverse table in both
horizontal and vertical directions was 0.4mm. The stream-
wise and cross-stream dimensions of the measurement p
volume of the LDV system were 234.4 and 234.0mm, re-
spectively.

The LDV surveys were repeated using constant temp
ture hot-wire anemometry. In addition, the measuremen
certain terms in the wake turbulence kinetic energy bud
~not presented in this paper! required the use of hot-wire
anemometry techniques. For the reported hot-wire meas
ments a multichannel TSI IFA 100 anemometer together w
X-wire probes~Auspex type AHWX-100! were used. The
anemometer output was anti-alias filtered at 10 kHz and d
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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tally sampled at 20 kHz. The total record length at ea
measurement station was 26.2 s. Comparison between
LDV and X-wire measurements showed excellent agreem
in both mean flow and turbulence quantities with the exc
tion of the free stream turbulence intensity values which
overpredicted by the LDV. This is a well-known proble
with LDV measurement systems in low-turbulence fr
stream environments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Wake mean flow development

In this section experimental results documenting
mean flow development of the wake for the constant press
gradient cases are presented. Cross-stream wake mean v
ity profiles obtained at selected streamwise locations
LDV surveys were used to establish the streamwise varia
of the wake mean velocity half-width,d(x), and the local
maximum velocity defect,Ud(x). Here d(x) is defined as
the lateral distance from the centerline of the wake to
position at which the local velocity defect drops to one-h
Ud(x). For purpose of comparison we also present res
for the zero pressure gradient wake which is expected
exhibit well-defined mean flow similarity scaling with suffi
cient distance downstream of the splitter plate trailing ed
For example, it is well known that the ZPG planar turbule
wake half-width,d(x), and the local maximum velocity de
fect, Ud(x), should vary asx1/2 and x21/2, respectively,
given sufficient distance downstream of the wake genera
body ~Schlichting22!.

Figure 6 presents the measured streamwise variatio
the wake mean velocity half-width for zero, favorable, a
adverse pressure gradient conditions. Bothd and the stream-
wise coordinatex are made nondimensional by the initi
wake momentum thickness,u0 . The streamwise location a
which the pressure gradient is first applied is indicated on
abscissa asxp . The profound effect of the pressure gradie
on wake spreading is readily apparent from Fig. 6. The ba
line zero pressure gradient case is shown to exhibit the
pected streamwise growth. In contrast, the adverse pres
gradient case is observed to spread approximately expo
tially with x as evidenced by the indicated least-squares fi
is interesting to note that in the DNS of a turbulent wake
Rogers,19 the case of constant negative streamwise strain
exhibited spreading that was approximately exponentia
time. More will be said about these DNS results later.
contrast, Fig. 6 shows that for the favorable pressure grad
cases the wake spreading is greatly reduced. The wake w
for favorable pressure gradient appears to follow a pow
law variation withx but with reduced exponentn from the
value of 1

2 that characterizes the zero pressure gradient c
Near the end of the diffuser section, the FPG case appea
be approaching a parallel flow condition (dd/dx→0). Note
that for the SFPG case shown in Fig. 6, the wake flow
essentially parallel withd'const. Recall thatu0 for this case
is larger so that the scaledx coordinate is shifted with respec
to the other three cases.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Streamwise variation of wake
half-width for different pressure gradi-
ent cases.
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The measured streamwise variation of the local ma
mum velocity defect for the zero, favorable, and adve
pressure gradient cases is presented in Fig. 7. The maxim
defect for the zero pressure gradient case exhibits the
pectedx21/2 variation commencing nearx/u0'70. The ve-
locity defect decay is significantly reduced by impositi
of the adverse pressure gradient. In fact, it may be no
that for the APG case the velocity defect actually gro
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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slightly for x/u0.125. In contrast, for the FPG and SFP
cases the velocity defect decays much more rapidly than
the ZPG case.

Note that in both Figs. 6 and 7 the response of the m
flow to the imposed pressure gradient is very rapid with b
d andUd showing deviations from the zero pressure gradi
case just downstream of locationxp .

Figure 8 presents measured wake half-widthd and maxi-
FIG. 7. Streamwise variation of the
maximum velocity defect for different
pressure gradient cases.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. Influence of imposed constan
pressure gradient on wake half-widt
and maximum velocity defect at repre
sentative streamwise locations.
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mum defectUd at two representative streamwise locations
the diffuser as a function of the imposed constant press
gradient. It is clear from Fig. 8 that the sensitivity of th
wake mean flow to the imposed pressure field is not symm
ric with respect to the zero pressure gradient conditi
Rather, Fig. 8 shows that the wake’s mean flow respons
considerably more sensitive to adverse pressure gradien

Figure 9 compares measured wake mean velocity p
files in ZPG, APG, FPG, and SFPG conditions at selec
representative streamwise locations. The local velocity
fect is scaled byUd(x) while the lateral spatial coordinate
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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scaled withd(x). Using this scaling, it is apparent that th
wake mean velocity profiles exhibit similarity and are nea
universal in shape despite the very different imposed p
sure gradients. In each case the measurements in Fig. 9
form quite well to the profile of form

Ue2Ū

Ud
5exp~20.637~y/d!220.056~y/d!4!, ~1!

which is identical to that used by Wygnanskiet al.23 to col-
lapse wake profiles generated by several different scre
FIG. 9. Similarity of measured wake
mean velocity profile shape for differ-
ent pressure gradients.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Streamwise variation o
Ud /d for different pressure gradien
cases.
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cylinders, and airfoil shapes under zero pressure grad
conditions. Rogers19 also reports a nearly universal profi
shape for DNS simulations of a planar turbulent wake
volving constant positive and negative imposed streamw
strain rates. It is also interesting to note that in an act
high-lift flow field, the outermost wake-like portion of th
main element confluent boundary layer exhibited se
similarity despite the strong adverse pressure gradient e
ronment as reported by Thomaset al.24 It should also be
pointed out, however, that profiles of normal and Reyno
stresses corresponding to the cases shown in Fig. 9do not
generally exhibit similarity when scaled appropriately byd
and Ud . In this sense the similarity encountered in the
experiments is incomplete. This is certainly not surprising
is well known that mean velocity similarity in free she
flows typically occurs upstream of the onset of similarity f
the second-order turbulent statistics. In fact, despite colla
of the mean velocity profiles, the results of Wygnans
et al.23 demonstrated a substantial dependence of wake
tial conditions even far downstream of the wake genera
body. For example, different spreading rates were meas
for different wake-generating bodies although the wa
mean velocity profiles appeared to be self-preserving in e
case. This suggests that the turbulent wake may never r
a self-preserving state that is completely independent of
tial conditions. Based on this, George25 suggested a less re
strictive interpretation of self-preservation for free she
flows and presents an analysis which allows for a multip
ity of self-preserving states. His analysis suggests that f
given free shear flow, the self-preserving state that is actu
observed will depend upon initial conditions.

The wakes investigated in this study share a comm
origin but are exposed to very different pressure gradients
x.xp . Consequently, at a given streamwise measurem
station the upstream history of these wake flows will be qu
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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different. Despite this, wake mean velocity profiles shown
Fig. 9 exhibit a remarkable collapse. It is of interest to e
amine the conditions under which the observed unive
mean velocity profile shape occurs and, perhaps more im
tantly, whether this limited degree of similarity can be e
ploited in order to predict the wake spreading and def
decay for arbitrary pressure gradients. This is the topic
which we will turn our attention in Sec. V.

Figure 10 presents the streamwise evolution of the ra
Ud /d as measured for each of the pressure gradient ca
This quantity is directly proportional to the absolute value
the maximum local mean strain rateu]U/]yumax. In particu-
lar, for the profile f (y/d) shown in Fig. 9, the local maxi-
mum strain rateu]U/]yumax5(Ud /d)uf8umax. The normalized
ordinate used in Fig. 10 accounts for the fact that the ini
value Ud0 /d0 for the SFPG case is different than for th
other three cases since that experiment was performed
lower Reynolds number. The measured streamwise evolu
of Ud /d shown in Fig. 10 is consistent with a reduction
maximum mean strain rate with streamwise distance. N
however, that the streamwise variation ofUd /d is virtually
identical for each pressure gradient case. This may seem
prising given the very significant differences in the measu
streamwise evolution ofd(x) and Ud(x) shown in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively. In order to understand this note th

to good approximation, the mean spanwise vorticityV̄z

'21
2]Ū/]y. Upstream of imposition of the pressure gradie

the mean spanwise vorticity is identical in each case, con
tent with maintenance of the same initial conditions@see Fig.
5~a!#. The Reynolds-averaged vorticity transport equat
shows that the redistribution of spanwise vorticity will b
independent of the direct effects of the imposed press
gradient (“3“P50). Physically, this is a consequence
the fact that pressure forces act through the centroid of fl
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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elements. Consequently, the imposed pressure gradient
manifest itself only indirectly through its effect on the turb
lent field ~as described in Sec. IV B! and consequently, on
spatial gradients of correlations between fluctuating velo
and fluctuating vorticity.

At each streamwise location,x, the streamfunction cor
responding to a particular cross-stream distance from
wake centerline can be computed. Using the self-sim
wake mean velocity profiles shown in Fig. 9, and assum
that the value of the streamfunction on the wake centerlin
c50, ~i.e., symmetric wake! we obtain

c5UedFh2
Ud

Ue
E

0

h
f ~h8!dh8G , ~2!

where h[y/d(x). As an example, Fig. 11 presents th
streamwise variation in the mean streamfunctionc corre-
sponding to the arbitrary lateral positionh52 as obtained a
selected streamwise locations. The ZPG, FPG, and A
cases are shown in Fig. 11. The SFPG case has been
cluded since that experiment was run at a different Reyno
number~and hence, volumetric flow rate!. Figure 11 shows
that, to good approximation, all cases collapse to exhib
common streamwise variation. This was found to be t
regardless of the lateral extent over which the integrat
was performed. Since the diffuser wall is, to good appro
mation, a mean streamline for the flow, and since each of
experiments shown was performed at the same flow rate,
presentation of wake evolution inc –x space maps the dif
fuser wall to a common locusc5const. That the streamwis
evolution ofc associated with a given lateral position in th
wake is common across all pressure gradient cases is in
tive that the mechanism by which the wake mean flow
sponds to the imposed pressure gradient is common to
cases. That is, the growth rate of the wake inc –x space is
independent of the imposed pressure gradient. In addit
since thec value corresponding to fixedh is not constant, it
also shows that the wake boundary does not simply fol
the imposed external inviscid streamlines. The streamw
increase in the value ofc corresponding to a fixedh is a

FIG. 11. Streamwise variation of mean streamfunctionc corresponding to
the lateral positionh52.
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result of the lateral propagation of the edge of the wake i
the inviscid flow region and the mechanism for this prop
gation is mainly due to turbulent diffusion. It is to the cha
acterization of the second-order turbulence statistics that
turn our attention in the following.

B. Wake turbulence quantities

The imposed pressure gradients also have a pronou
effect on turbulence quantities measured in the wake. P
haps the most fundamental and physically descriptive
these is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass,k
5 1

2(u821v821w82). Using X-wire measurements, profile
of the required normal stresses were measured at sele
streamwise locations and the local turbulent kinetic ene
computed. Figure 12 presents shaded iso-contours of
wake turbulent kinetic energy in thex–y plane for APG,
ZPG, FPG, and SFPG conditions. Note that the lateral co
dinatey has been left unscaled in order that the associa
effect of pressure gradient on the wake spreading may
be observed. Upstream ofxp the turbulent kinetic energy
distributions are virtually identical with the exception of th
SFPG case which was run at a somewhat lower Reyn
number. Figure 12 shows that along with the enhanced
eral wake growth, the adverse pressure gradient condi
sustains higher levels of turbulent kinetic energy over lar
streamwise distances than in the zero pressure gradient w
In contrast, the favorable pressure gradient cases exhib
more rapid decay of turbulence kinetic energy relative to
zero pressure gradient case.

Figure 13 presents cross-stream profiles ofAu82/Ud

measured via LDV at several representative streamwise
cations for each of the pressure gradient cases. Figure
illustrates another key difference which involves the rate
which the profiles of second-order turbulent statistics
proach self-similarity. In the case of the adverse press
gradient, the tendency for the scaled rms profiles to appro
collapse is apparent and is clearly accelerated over and a
that exhibited by the ZPG case. In marked contrast, the F
and SFPG cases show little evidence of an approach to
similar behavior.

As one might well expect, the trends shown in Fig.
are not exclusive to the streamwise fluctuating velocity co
ponent. Figure 14 presents the streamwise evolution

Au82/Ud , Av82/Ud , andu8v8/Ud
2 as measured at the arb

trary lateral locationy50.8d. For each scaled statistica
quantity, the accelerated approach of the turbulence to s
larity for the APG case is apparent while the FPG and SF
cases show no evidence of approaching an asymptotic va
Note that the turbulent statistics for the ZPG case are
beginning to approach a limiting value near the downstre
end of the diffuser test section.

Figure 15 presents cross-stream profiles of the Reyn
stress normalized by the local turbulent kinetic energy
measured at several representative streamwise location
the APG, FPG, and SFPG cases. It is apparent from Fig
that in each case the Reynolds stress profiles exhibit a
sonable collapse when scaled byk. That u8v8 scales withk
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 12. Turbulent kinetic energy iso-contours for the APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG cases.
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has important implications regarding the applicability of
gebraic Reynolds stress closure models to this class
strained flows. Inherent to the algebraic stress model or
nally proposed by Rodi is the so-called weak-equilibriu
assumption,26

D̄

D̄t

~ui8uj8!'
ui8uj8

k

D̄k

D̄t
, ~3!

which is equivalent to assuming that (D̄/D̄t)(ui8uj8/k)50.
For the wake flow under investigation here, it is clear fro
Fig. 15 that if the lateral coordinate is scaled byd, then
(]/]x)(u8v8/k)50 for both favorable and adverse gradien
Measurements confirm thatV̄(]/]y)(u8v8/k) is generally
quite small across the wake as well. These results sug
that the neglect of variations ofu8v8 that are due to the
anisotropy tensor while retaining those due tok is a very
reasonable approximation for this strained turbulent w
flow.

In the similarity analysis which appears in Sec. V, thex
dependence of the scaled Reynolds stress,2u8v8/Ud

2, is ac-
counted for by an amplitude functionGuv(x)[u8v8max/Ud

2
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which acts on a supposedly universal lateral shape func
g(h). Figure 16 presents the measured profiles ofg(h) ob-
tained throughout the diffuser section corresponding to
APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG cases. Figure 16 clearly sh
that the shape functiong(h) is indeed independent of th
applied pressure gradient. Also shown for comparison is
function g(h) resulting from integration of Eq.~13!. The
agreement with the measured profile shapes is reason
Figure 16 indicates that the imposed pressure gradient ha
effect on the cross-stream shape of the Reynolds stress
files although it certainly does influenceGuv(x) as suggested
by Fig. 14.

One may question whether the scaled normal turbu
stresses exhibit a cross-stream profile shape that is inde
dent of the imposed pressure gradient condition. Figure
presents profiles ofh(h)[u82/(Guu(x)Ud

2) ~whereGuu(x)
[u82

max/Ud
2 for each pressure gradient case!. Figure 17

shows that, unlike the Reynolds stresses, the normal stre
do not exhibit a cross-stream shape that is independen
either streamwise coordinate or imposed pressure grad
Some insight regarding this behavior may be gained by n
ing that in each case the profiles are most dissimilar near
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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2828 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 8, August 2002 Liu, Thomas, and Nelson
centerline of wake. Since turbulence production is zero th
the turbulence on the centerline is due to transport by ad
tion and/or turbulent diffusion. Consequently, similarity
the normal stress profiles requires a higher level self-sim
behavior than that required for the Reynolds stresses. M
specifically, it requires similarity at the level of the turbule
kinetic energy transport equation. Although not presented

FIG. 13. Representative cross-stream profiles ofAu82/Ud for different pres-
sure gradient cases.~a! APG; ~b! ZPG; ~c! FPG; ~d! SFPG.
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this paper, Liu27 measured the full turbulent kinetic energ
budget for the APG, ZPG, and FPG cases. Scaling iss
related to the various terms were explored and, consis
with the results shown in Fig. 17, significant differences
the turbulent advection terms were noted between the dif
ent cases.

In these experiments turbulence production can oc

FIG. 14. Streamwise evolution of normal and Reynolds stresses aty/d
50.8 for the APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG cases.~a! Streamwise componen

normal stressAu82; ~b! lateral component normal stressAv82; ~c! Rey-
nolds stress2u8v8.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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2829Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 8, August 2002 Experimental investigation of planar turbulent wake
not only by the local shear production terms,2u8v8 ]Ū/]y

and 2u8v8 ]V̄/]x, but also by the dilatational productio
term, 2(u822v82) ]Ū/]x. Sinceu82.v82, the latter term
is positive for the adverse pressure gradient case and re
sents an additional source for turbulence. For the favora
pressure gradient cases, the term is negative and repre

FIG. 15. Cross-stream profiles of the Reynolds stress normalized by
local turbulent kinetic energy at several representative streamwise loca
for the APG, FPG, and SFPG cases.~a! APG case;~b! FPG case;~c! SFPG
case.
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the transfer of turbulent kinetic energy back to the me
flow. Although not presented here, the shear production te

2u8v8 ]V̄/]x, was measured and found to be entirely ne
ligible. In order to assess the relative significance of the
maining production terms, profiles of each were measure
selected streamwise locations throughout the wake for e
pressure gradient case. As an example, Fig. 18 compare

local shear production term2u8v8 ]Ū/]y with the dilata-

tional production term2(u822v82) ]Ū/]x as measured a
x/u05106 for each of the pressure gradient conditions.
each case the production term has been scaled by the
mon factoru0 /Ue0

3 . From Fig. 18, it can be seen that th
flow is clearly shear dominated despite the imposed pres
gradients. Even for the SFPG case, the magnitude of s
production term is greater than that of the dilatational ter
This is not to say that the effect of the dilatational term
the flow is without significance. Note that the dilatation
term serves to augment the turbulence for the APG case
significantly reduces the turbulence production for the t
favorable pressure gradient cases shown.

The streamwise development of the scaled turbule
production as measured aty/d50.95 ~the location of maxi-

mum local ]Ū/]y! is presented in Fig. 19 for each of th
pressure gradient conditions. In each case the turbulence
duction decreases with streamwise distance. This reduc
in turbulence production is expected given the streamw
variation inUd /d ~a quantity intimately related to the max
mum mean strain rate! shown in Fig. 10. However, unlike

]Ū/]y, the streamwise decay in turbulence production v
ies significantly with imposed pressure gradient. It is grea
for the favorable pressure gradient cases and this appar
gives rise to the more rapid streamwise decay ink shown
previously in Fig. 12. In contrast, Fig. 19 shows that for t
APG case the local turbulence production exceeds that of
ZPG case at each streamwise location giving rise to
higher sustainedk values shown in Fig. 12. Since the stream

wise variation in the mean strain rate]Ū/]y is common to
each of the cases, the differences shown in Fig. 19 m
originate with the Reynolds stress2u8v8 and/or the dilata-
tional production term.

Figure 20 compares measured cross-stream profile
2u8v8 for the FPG and APG cases at four representa
streamwise locations downstream of imposition of the pr
sure gradient. Initially, the profiles are identical but with i
creased streamwise distance the APG case exhibits la
values. In order to assess whether the imposed pressure
dient had an effect on the phase relationship between thu8
and v8 fluctuations, the streamwise evolution of the Re
nolds stress correlation coefficient functionruv

5u8v8/Au82Av82 was examined for each pressure gradie
case. Although not presented here, the correlation coeffic
was quite similar for each of the cases and exhibited li
variation with streamwise distance with nominal local ma
mum values ofruv'0.42. This suggests that the differen
between the cases shown in Fig. 20 is associated prima
with the amplitude of the fluctuations rather than their pha
relationship.

he
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FIG. 16. Summary of all measurements of the wa
Reynolds stress shape functiong(h) for APG, ZPG,
FPG, and SFPG cases taken throughout the diffuser
section.
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In an effort to assess the relative importance of the d
tational and shear production terms in accounting for
differences between cases shown in Fig. 19, we defineD to
be the local difference between turbulence production for
APG and FPG cases. This difference is composed of co
butions associated with the difference in the dilatatio
termsDd and shear production termsDs . Figure 21 presents
the measured streamwise variation of the ratiosDd /D and
Ds /D ~expressed as a percentage!. Near the location where
the pressure gradient is first imposedDd /D'100% since the
response of the mean flow to the streamwise straining]Ū/]x
is immediate while the Reynolds stresses are more slow
respond, as shown in Fig. 20. As they do, the ratioDs /D
grows to account for approximately 80% ofD. In other
words, with increasing distance downstream the effect of
dilatational term in augmenting fluctuations for the APG ca
and suppressing them for the FPG case leads to the disp
in 2u8v8 shown in Fig. 20. The increasing disparity b
tween the shear production terms with streamwise distanc
reflected by the rise of theDs /D. In this manner the dilata
tional production term initially triggers the differences ink
between the FPG and APG cases. The associated dispar
2u8v8 between cases gives rise to the differing rates
shear production shown in Fig. 19.

V. WAKE MEAN FLOW SIMILARITY CONSIDERATIONS

The governing equations for the wake flow are the t
shear layer form of the momentum equation,

Ū
]Ū

]x
1V̄

]Ū

]y
5Ue

dUe

dx
2

]~u8v8!

]y
~4!

and mass conservation,

]Ū

]x
1

]V̄

]y
50, ~5!
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where primes denote fluctuating quantities and overbars
dicate time averaging. Note that the viscous stress term
not been included. Neglect of the viscous term is based
recognition that the characteristic time scale for viscous
fusion of momentumtvisc;O(d2/n) is much greater than
both the characteristic residence time of fluid particles in
diffuser test sectiont res;O(L/Ue) and the characteristic
time scale for turbulent momentum transfert turb;O(d/u8).
Here L denotes the streamwise extent of the diffuser t
section andu8 is a representative measure of the fluctuat
velocity. The requirement thattvisc@t turb is equivalent to re-
quiring that Ret[u8d/n@1. That is, the turbulent Reynold
number must be large. Calculations verify that for the expe
ments reported hereu8d/n;O(103), whereu8 is taken as
the rms streamwise velocity. This indicates that turbul
momentum transport is three orders of magnitude larger t
viscous transport. Similarly, requiringtvisc@t res is equivalent
to (L/d) (n/Ued)!1. For these experiments calculation
show that (L/d)(n/Ued);O(1023), indicating that the resi-
dence time in the diffuser is simply too short for visco
transport to be significant.

Defining the following similarity variables,

f ~h![
Ue2Ū

Ud
, Guv~x!g~h![

2u8v8

Ud
2 , h[

y

d~x!
,

where it is noted that the scaled Reynolds stress is take
the product of anx-dependent amplitude functionGuv(x)
and a lateral shape functiong(h). This scaling is appropriate
for the near-wake under consideration here. In fact, sim
scaling has been suggested by George25 as the preferred form
for asymptotic free shear layer evolution in order to prope
account for initial conditions. Substituting into~4!, and using
~5! yields

A f1B f21Ch f 81D f 8E
0

h
f dh5Guv~x!g8, ~6!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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where primes denote differentiation with respect toh and the
coefficients on the left-hand side are given by

A52F d

Ud
2

d~UeUd!

dx G , B5F d

Ud

dUd

dx G ,
~7!

C5F 1

Ud

d~Ued!

dx G , D52F 1

Ud

d~Udd!

dx G .

FIG. 17. The normal stress shape functionh(h) at different streamwise
locations.~a! APG; ~b! ZPG; ~c! FPG; ~d! SFPG.
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In order for similarity to occur, the coefficientsA, B, C, D,
andGuv must remain proportional to each other as the fl
evolves inx. Cross-stream integration of~6! shows that

A2C5b~D2B!, ~8!

where b[(*2`
1` f 2 dh)/(*2`

1` f dh)50.73 for the profile
given by~1!. Examination of~6! and~7! shows that similar-
ity can only be achieved under the rather restrictive assu
tion that Ue is proportional toUd . If we suppose thatUe

5aUd then it follows thatA522aB andC52aD. Using
relation ~8! we also haveD5B(2a2b)/(a2b). Thus for
self-similarity, relation~6! becomes

22a f 1 f 22a
~2a2b!

~a2b!
h f 81

~2a2b!

~a2b!
f 8E

0

h
f dh

5
Guv~x!

B~x!
g8, ~9!

which shows that similarity also requires thatGuv(x) be pro-
portional toB(x).

Let us first consider the implications for the APG cas
Figure 7 shows that, to good approximation,Ue'aUd with
a'4. Takingb50.73 we find thatA'28B, C'28.89B,
and D'2.22B. From this we see thatB and D are small
compared toA and C and thatA'0.9C. Now from Fig.
14~c! it is also found that for the APG case,Guv(x) is con-
stant and therefore so too isB according to the similarity
requirement.

We next consider the FPG case. In this case the co
cientsA, B, C, andD cannot be proportional since the velo
ity defect is clearly not proportional to the external veloci
as shown in Fig. 7. However, Fig. 6 does show that for
SFPG cased is constant~parallel flow! and even in the FPG
case it appears that this condition is gradually approac
near the end of the diffuser test section. Takingdd/dx50
and definingQ[(Ue/2Ud) we find thatA52B(b1Q), B
5B, C5B(b2Q), andD52B. From Fig. 7 it is apparen
thatQ continually increases with streamwise distance and
fact, is on the order ofO ~10! near the end of the test sectio
With b fixed, it is apparent that the coefficientsA andC will
again dominate~6! with the dominance of these terms grow
ing with streamwise distancex. Now A2C522bB with
the sign ofB determined bydUd /dx,0. Hence it follows
that A.C ~which is opposite the APG case!. Experiments
show that for the FPG case,C'0.8A. Note, however, that
for favorable pressure gradients,Q continues to increase a
the flow evolves inx and the conditionA'C'2BQ is ap-
proached. This asymptotic condition yields a particula
simple relation for the velocity defect. In particular, for pa
allel flow with d5d0 , we obtain

Ud

Ue
5

Ud0Ue0
2

Ue
3 . ~10!

Here the subscript 0 denotes initial values taken at the o
of the pressure gradient condition. Figure 22 compares
measured streamwise variation ofUd /Ue for the SFPG case
with that predicted by relation~10!. The agreement is ob
served to be quite good.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 18. Comparison of shear and d
latational turbulence production term
for different pressure gradients a
x/u05106. ~a! dCp/dx50.338 m21;
~b! dCp/dx50.0 m21; ~c! dCp/dx
520.60 m21; ~d! dCp/dx
522.18 m21.
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For both favorable and adverse pressure gradients c
we have shown that the coefficientsA and C dominate~6!
and that their size is comparable. If we make the approxim
tion that

A'C[K~x!, ~11!

which, from ~8!, is equivalent to neglectingB and D, we
obtain the approximate form of~6!,

A f1Ch f 85Guvg8 ~12!

or equivalently,

f 1h f 85
Guv~x!

K~x!
g8. ~13!

Relation~11! leads to the requirement that

Ue
2nUd

ndn5const, ~14!

where n is any number other than zero. Takingn51, we
define a grouping in~14! as

M[Ue
2Udd5const. ~15!

Within the small velocity defect approximation, the abov
mentioned grouping represents the wake mean flow kin
energy defect flow rate which Eq.~15! states is constant
Measurements of the streamwise variation ofM for each of
the pressure gradient cases are presented in Fig. 23, w
M0 represents the initialM value in the wake. The value o
M for the ZPG case is observed to be approximately cons
with x. In contrast,M increases and decreases withx for the
APG and FPG cases, respectively. This is a consequenc
the previously documented imperfection of the assump
thatA5C. Note, however, that Fig. 23 also indicates that
dependence ofM on the streamwise coordinate is actua
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weak. If, corresponding to this observation, the approxim
tion of Eq. ~15! is retained, relation~11! may be solved to
yield

~Ued!2

M2 5
1

~UeUd!2 5
2

M E K

Ue
dx1C0 , ~16!

whereC0 is a constant of integration. Equation~16! provides
a means for predicting the streamwise variation of the glo
wake parametersd(x) and Ud(x) for a specified externa

FIG. 19. Streamwise variation in turbulence production (y/d50.95) for
APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG cases.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 20. Comparison of the2u8v8
profiles at selected streamwise loca
tions for APG and FPG cases.~a!
x/u0552.9; ~b! x/u0570.6; ~c! x/u0

5105.8; ~d! x/u05123.5.
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velocity Ue(x) ~i.e., imposed pressure gradient!. More spe-
cifically, solving ~16! one obtains the following explicit ex
pressions ford(x) andUd(x):

d~x!

d0
5

A112~T* 2T0* !

Ue /Ue0
, ~17!

Ud~x!

Ud0
5

1

~Ue /Ue0!A112~T* 2T0* !
, ~18!

where the global wake parameters at the initial streamw
positionx5x0 are denotedd0 andUd0 and

T* 2T0* [
Ud0

d0
E

x0

x K~x!dx

Ue~x!
. ~19!

FIG. 21. Streamwise variation of the ratiosDd /D andDs /D.
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Measurements ofK(x) by Liu27 show that it exhibits only a
weak streamwise dependence and we will approximate it
constant. A suitable representation isK'0.044 independen
of the imposed pressure gradient. WithK taken as a constant
relations~17! and~18! indicate that both global wake param
etersd(x) andUd(x) are only functions of the imposed ex
ternal velocityUe(x). It may be noted that for the zero pre
sure gradient case~17! and~18! yield classic planar turbulen
wake similarity scaling.

Figures 24 and 25 present comparisons of the stre
wise variation ofd andUd , respectively, as predicted from
relations~17! and ~18! with the experimental measuremen

FIG. 22. Comparison of the measured streamwise variation ofUd /Ue for
the SFPG case with the prediction by relation~10!.
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FIG. 23. Comparison of the stream
wise variation of parameterM for
APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG cases.
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corresponding to the APG, ZPG, FPG and SFPG conditio
In each case the initial input positionx0 is taken as the loca
tion where the imposed pressure gradient commences
most cases, the overall agreement is observed to be g
with the analytical expressions capturing the essential
pects of the streamwise behavior of the wake mean fl
parameters. For the velocity defect variation, the wo
agreement is observed for the FPG case where~18! under-
predicts the defect decay. It is interesting to note that
agreement is much better for the SFPG case. From the
vious discussion, we see that this is because the SFPG
represents a closer approximation to the assumption thA
5C. For the streamwise variation ind, the agreement is
generally good, with the exception of the SFPG case wh
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~17! predicts a decrease in wake width instead of the exp
mentally observed parallel flow. From relations~17! and~18!
one can obtain the predicted streamwise variation of the r
Ud /d as

Ud

d
5

1

112~T* 2T0* !
S Ud0

d0
D , ~20!

which is compared with experimental results in Fig. 10. T
predictions are in general agreement with the measureme

In order to investigate the suitability of relations~17!
and~18! to applications involving much stronger streamwi
strain rates, we next compare their prediction with the D
simulation results for a temporally evolving, strained plan
d
FIG. 24. Comparison of the measure
and the predicted wake half-width in
APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 25. Comparison of the measure
and the predicted maximum velocity
defect in APG, ZPG, FPG, and SFPG
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turbulent wake reported by Rogers.19 In particular, we focus
on cases that Rogers designates as C and D in which
wake is exposed to constant nondimensional streamw
strain rates of ā520.271 and ā510.271 @where ā
5(2d0 /Ud0)(dUe /dx)#. The negative strain rate employe
by Rogers is an order of magnitude larger than that enco
tered in our wake experiment. For example, the equiva
nondimensional strainā for the APG and FPG cases studie
here are only approximately20.01 and10.1, respectively, at
the location corresponding to the beginning of imposition
the pressure gradient. Since the simulations of Rogers
volve a temporally evolving turbulent wake, relations~17!
and ~18! must be transformed to the equivalent tempora
evolving form. This gives, when bothdUe /dx and K are
taken as constants,

d~t!

d~t0!
5

A114K~t2t0!

eā~t2t0! , ~21!

Ud~t!

Ud~t0!
5

1

eā~t2t0!A114K~t2t0!
, ~22!

where

t2t05
Ud0

2d0
E

x0

x dx

Ue~x!
. ~23!

The temporal evolution ofd and Ud predicted by relations
~21! and ~22! is compared with Rogers DNS results in Fig
26 and 27, respectively. In order to assess the sensitivit
the comparison to the assumed constant value ofK, the com-
parison is made for bothK50.044 ~the same value used i
the previous comparisons with experiment! and K50.014.
For the accelerated wake flow (ā510.271) Figs. 26 and 27
show that the comparison is not very sensitive to the cho
of K. In contrast, the decelerated wake flow (ā520.271) is
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more sensitive to the choice ofK. Although the trends are
well captured forK50.044, deviations between predicte
and actual values ofd and Ud emerge, particularly at large
times t. For the decelerated wake, the prediction based
relations ~21! and ~22! with K50.014 shows quite good
agreement with the DNS results even at large values oft.

The comparisons with both experimental and DNS
sults suggest thatK is a fairly weak function of pressure
gradient and that with suitable ‘‘calibration,’’ relations~17!
and~18! should be capable of providing very good estima
of d andUd in even large adverse pressure gradient envir
ments. For favorable pressure gradients the predictive ab
of relations~17! and~18! is less impressive and appears co
paratively insensitive to the choice of the value of parame
K. In particular, the prediction for the FPG case undere
mates the defect decay rate and overestimates the decrea
the wake width. This may reflect an inherent limitation of t
analysis which is based upon the assumption of incomp
flow similarity. Fortunately, for high-lift applications, wak
development occurs primarily in a strong adverse press
gradient environment where relations~17! and ~18! appear
capable of providing good predictions.

Finally, it should be noted that forming the produ
Ud(t)d(t) from relations~21! and ~22!, respectively, yields

Ud~t!d~t!5Ud~t0!d~t0!e22ā~t2t0!, ~24!

which is identical to the expression derived by Rogers19 from
cross-stream integration of the momentum equation for
temporally evolving wake flow subjected to constant str
rate. Essentially relation~24! is equivalent to

Ue
2Ud~t!d~t!5Ue0

2 Ud~t0!d~t0!5M5const ~25!

if the key transformation relation between the temporal a
spatial domainsUe5Ue01a(x2x0) is valid. Relation~25!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 26. Comparison of the predicte
wake half-width with the DNS results
of Rogers~Ref. 19!.
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states that the mean flow kinetic energy defect is a cons
for the temporally evolving wake flow subjected to consta
strain rate as simulated by Rogers.19

VI. DISCUSSION

The experimental results demonstrate that even mo
pressure gradients have a large influence on both w
spreading and velocity defect decay rate. When the adv
pressure gradient is imposed, the wake spreading rate is
hanced, the velocity defect decay rate is reduced, and
Downloaded 01 Dec 2003 to 128.220.85.43. Redistribution subject to A
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turbulence intensity and the Reynolds stress are both am
fied. In contrast, when the wake develops in a favorable p
sure gradient, the wake spreading rate is reduced, the ve
ity defect decay rate is increased, and the turbulence inten
and Reynolds stress are both decreased in relation to c
sponding zero pressure gradient values. The experim
show that the response of the wake mean flow to the impo
pressure gradient is very rapid while the turbulence is c
siderably slower to respond. The sensitivity of the wa
mean flow to the imposed pressure gradient is not symme
d
FIG. 27. Comparison of the predicte
maximum velocity defect with the
DNS results of Rogers~Ref. 19!.
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relative to the zero pressure gradient condition; the respo
of the mean flow is more sensitive to adverse pressure
dients.

Despite the demonstrated sensitivity ofd andUd to the
imposed pressure gradients, the experiments show tha
wake mean velocity defect profiles for the APG, ZPG, FP
and SFPG cases all collapse to a common shape forx/u0

.40 when scaled byd andUd . In his DNS simulations of a
planar turbulent wake exposed to constant rates of stre
wise straining, Rogers19 also noted a universal wake profi
shape. Our experiment also showed that the ratioUd /d ex-
hibits a streamwise variation that is nearly identical for ea
of the pressure gradient cases. This, along with the com
wake defect profile shape, indicates that the mean strain

]Ū/]y at correspondingy/d locations is unaffected by th
applied pressure gradients.

The experiments also demonstrate that the spreadin
the wake inc –x space is invariant with respect to the im
posed pressure gradient. In addition, thec value correspond-
ing to a fixedy/d is not constant, which indicates that th
wake boundary does not simply follow the streamlines of
external inviscid flow.

An analysis that exploits the incomplete similarity o
served in the wake experiments yields explicit analytical
pressions ford(x) andUd(x). Comparison of the theoretica
prediction with the experimental data shows that express
~17! and~18! capture the essential aspects of the streamw
variation of global mean flow parameters. The agreemen
best for the APG case and worse for favorable pressure
dients. Their ability to predict wake development in mu
stronger pressure gradients was verified by comparing
expressions~transformed to the temporal domain! with Rog-
ers’ DNS simulation results for a temporally evolvin
strained planar wake. This comparison showed that if pr
erly calibrated, the relations are capable of capturing
wake mean flow parameters in pressure gradients m
larger than those encountered in our experiments. Thi
particularly true for negative strain rates. In addition, expr
sions ~21! and ~22! yield an expression forUdd which is
identical to the one derived by Rogers19 in the temporal do-
main.

The similarity of the wake flow in the near-field is in
complete since the profiles of normal and Reynolds sh
stresses do not exhibit similarity if scaled byd and Ud .
However, if the Reynolds shear stress2u8v8 is decomposed
into anx-dependent amplitude functionGuv(x) and a lateral
shape functiong(h), it is found that the shape functiong(h)
is identical in all pressure gradient cases. However, for
normal stressu82, no such universal shape functionh(h) is
observed.

In addition to modifying the turbulence kinetic energ
levels in the wake, the pressure gradient also effects the
at which profiles of second-order turbulence statistics
proach similarity. Experimental results show that for the a
verse pressure gradient, the approach of turbulence quan
to self-similarity is significantly accelerated over that o
served for the zero pressure gradient case. In contrast, fo
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applied favorable pressure gradients, scaled profiles of tu
lent quantities do not exhibit collapse.

Cross-stream profiles of2u8v8/k obtained at various
streamwise locations exhibit collapse for each pressure
dient case investigated. This suggests the suitability
Rodi’s weak equilibrium assumption and the applicability
algebraic stress models for this class of strained flows. Th
experimental results also imply that the components of
Reynolds-stress anisotropy tensor are largely invariant w
respect to mean flow convection.

The wakes studied in this paper are all shear domina
despite the imposed streamwise straining. However, the d
tational production term is found to play an important role
augmenting and suppressing the turbulence for the APG
FPG cases, respectively. Acting as a trigger, this term gi
rise to the initial disparity in turbulence levels after impos
tion of the pressure gradients and subsequently alters
shear production term through modification of2u8v8. Mea-
surements of the Reynolds stress correlation suggest no
nificant modification in the phase relationship betweenu8
andv8 due to the imposed pressure gradients.

In these experiments, the magnitude of the impos
pressure gradients was limited by a desire to achieve c
stant pressure gradients in the diffuser section. It may
shown that for the range of flow velocities encountered in
experiment, the streamwise strain rate is nearly constan
was the case in the DNS simulations of Rogers.19 In an ac-
tual high-lift system, however, the pressure gradient mag
tudes are significantly larger and vary in the streamwise
rection. For example, a slat wake typically encounters a s
duration favorable pressure gradient followed by a stro
and spatially varying adverse pressure gradient. This g
rise to a highly nonequilibrium turbulent wake flow whe
there may be little direct relation between local mean str
rate and Reynolds stress. In other words, ‘‘memory’’ effe
associated with the upstream flow history may become
more important. One way to impose a pressure field t
more closely resembles that which occurs in an actual h
lift system would be to pass the splitter plate wake throu
the pressure distribution generated by a single downstr
airfoil or between a twin airfoil configuration. As in an actu
high-lift system, the wake would initially encounter a sho
duration favorable pressure gradient and this would be
lowed, in turn, by a more extended region of adverse gra
ent. In addition, the associated strain rate variation in
streamwise direction would be quite significant giving rise
a highly nonequilibrium turbulent wake flow that is anal
gous to that encountered in a high-lift system. Such exp
ments are currently underway in our laboratory.
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APPENDIX: DIFFUSER WALL COORDINATES

The wall contour coordinates corresponding to each
the pressure gradient cases are shown in the Table I. In T
I, xw is the abscissa of the wall coordinates in the streamw
direction andyw denotes the ordinate of the wall in the cros
stream direction. The origin of the wall coordinates is loca
on the wall at the same streamwise location as that of
trailing edge of the splitter plate. For the position of t
trailing edge of the splitter plate, please refer to the sketch
the test section as shown in Fig. 2. The wall boundary la
thickness at the location of the splitter plate trailing edge
19 mm for APG, ZPG, and FPG cases.
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